
“PROTECTION WHERE IT MATTERS”, DOMESKIN ANNOUNCES 3D SKINS  
FOR APPLE’S IPAD MINI, IPHONE 5, AND MACBOOK PRO 13” RETINA.

Friday, October 26, 2012 - IRVINE , CALIF. — DomeSkin, the leading manufacture of mobile device skins releases 
it’s most innovative skins yet, DomeSkin, for the iPad Mini, iPhone 5, and MacBook Pro 13” Retina.

DomeSkin, made in California, are protective 3D skins for mobile devices, tablets, laptops and more. DomeSkins 
feature a very unique 3D “dome” design giving any device a exceptional look and feel. The patented technology and 
advanced engineering used in construction make DomeSkin the highest quality skin on the market. Created to 
enhance and improve device style with modern designs and bold statements, DomeSkins provide a unique look, slim 
profile and enhanced device gripping which prevents slippage and adds protection.

DomeSkin Dir, of Sales and Marketing, Grant Vollmer, is excited for the launch of iPad Mini DomeSkins along with 
the popularity and uniqueness of the new DomeSkin line. "With the clear 3D top coating and the advancements in 
quality engineering to produce them DomeSkin has reach a new level of quality and design with the launch of the 
iPad Mini DomeSkin. The DomeSkin line is highly reusable and adds great protection to mobile devices. We are 
proud to offer our customers a large variety of designs and a huge device selection, he said."

The new collection of DomeSkin for iPad Mini debuts today online and is available in unique, stylish and popular 
designs to match all individual personalities at, www.domeskin.com. The website also highlights the new collection 
of skins for the iPad Mini and also the iPhone 5 which are all making a splash in the accessory market with a 
sophisticated style and advanced quality engineering.

All DomeSkins can be easily removed from the device and come off totally clean thanks to the patented 3M 
technology used in the construction of the skins. Removing the skin will not damage the skin, device or design.

DomeSkin is scratch-resistant and much more durable than other skins on the market. For this reason, the DomeSkin 
warranty will not expire during the lifetime of the device to which it is initially applied. The DomeSkin offers the 
advantage of a soft layer of “skin” to gently protect the device without unnecessary bulk—the result is a smooth, 
form fit which mobile device users love.

The DomeSkin product assortment provides a fantastic look to any device and starts at retail price of only $19.99 for 
most devices.

DomeSkins come in hundreds of designs suitable for everyone’s personal style, while providing excellent value. 
DomeSkins are the perfect blend of protection and contemporary style and are available for immediate purchase at: 
www.domeskin.com 

ABOUT DOMESKIN:
DomeSkin is a leading developer and manufacturer of uniquely designed 3D skins to protect high-end mobile 
devices without extra bulk—the result is a smooth, form fit with a personalized style.

DomeSkin was founded by a successful technology team of gadget enthusiasts, engineers and designers with years 
of experience in creating successful consumer products. The company goal is to provide products that offer unique 
protection and popular designs to match individual personalities.

Photography and samples available upon request
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